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 Find the right  
time to blast 

with a real-time dispersion 
modeling solution that 

leaves no stone unturned

a DTN company

https://www.dtn.com/mining/blast-dispersion-modeling/


Comprehensive reporting capacity 
Cloud-based, fully auditable report trails assist you 
in fulfilling your license and legislative requirements. 
As blasts are executed, supervisors can add pre and 
post-blast observations to each report, ensuring clear 
communication across departments. 

Complete consideration of site-specific inputs
The model considers your geofenced mine, elevation, 
azimuth, amount of explosives required, and any weather 
stations and sensitive receivers on your site. It then 
simulates weather conditions, such as wind and the 
inversion layer, to determine the blast plume’s path. 

Weatherzone Business, a DTN® company, 
offers blast dispersion modeling that enables 
a scientific, visual understanding of blast 
events, expected trajectory, and pollutant 
concentrations, allowing you to make 
confident decisions on when to blast. 

Mitigate potential impacts on 
your staff, the environment, 
and the communities 
surrounding your mine 
site with our EPA-approved 
dispersion modeling. 
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Visualize pollutant trajectory and concentration
Through simulations, you can visualize the trajectory  
and intensity of pollutants in relation to the environment, 
local forecast, and preset thresholds. Dust monitors 
and Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) 
heighten accuracy. With a clear, projected outcome you 
can pinpoint the best time to blast.

Reduce environmental  
and safety risks 
Understand the risk of where dust 
and particulates are heading through 
animated sequencing so you can plan 
watering and suppression accordingly.

Access clear and  
concise intelligence
Despite our modeling integrating 
complex data, you receive concise, 
visual reports that are easy to 
comprehend, auditable, and  
underpin clear decision-making. 

Trusted forecasting  
to promote accuracy
You can rest assured your modeling  
is based on the most precise  
real-time, high-resolution forecasting 
solution available, supporting  
optimal outcomes. 
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